
UEP Project 2019 – Krishna Parmar 

 

Bio – Krishna was born and raised in India and calls Calgary home since 2012. While learning design of 

life through education in Genetics, Krishna got captivated with abundant designs of our planet and 

nature and chose to capture them through photography. She can be found wandering around the city 

taking pictures while seeking inspiration from nature, birds & urban landscapes. The UEP United Way 

project has presented her with opportunity to document and use photography for a social change. She 

wishes to help society and families make a difference through her photography at ‘Lenses of I’. She 

would be ecstatic to witness and capture the milky way or the northern lights someday. 

 

 

1. The underpass – Thousands of pedestrians and cyclists use the popular underpasses to bridges 

and crossings in Calgary each day. These structures have silently resonated as a symbol of 

temporary shelter from the elements for many people across the city. Public spaces are so much 

more than structures, and if walls could speak, imagine the stories they could tell. It totally feels 

like a different world, yet so essential to the connectivity of Calgary.  



 

 

2. YYC city lights – A walk around downtown would tell you we love our lights; they bring 

glamourous attention to businesses and offer safety for citizens. Tall skyscrapers lit up for social 

causes and awareness benefit too. If only we could see some stars in between the haze of 

yellow and birds weren’t harmed, and green house gases reduced eventually it would all add up. 



 

 

3. Significant structures – Calgary has winter and then there is construction season. Numerous 

bigger and better buildings, bridges, roads keep getting built across the city. Each structure is 

iconic and valuable in its own way although it brings a hefty price tag and long-term effect on 

environment. Calgary is moving towards sustainable designs and eco friendly structures it is a 

small step towards a long journey. YYC lets think of cause and the effects. 



 

 

4. The last straw – Personally Jaume Plensa’s sculpture titled ‘Alberta’s Dream’ strongly conveys 

the message about protecting nature. If we ignore our history, resources and culture, we lose 

focus on state of earth for the future generations. In attempts to gain riches today, we may 

never recover from the damage done for sake our children and our successors we must act now.  


